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Conventional bi-polar transistors are inherently low input

irnpedance devices. Transistor arnplifiers have been designed

which will present high input irnpedance, but the frequency res-

ponse is lirnited to low frequencies, hundreds of kilocycles.

This thesis investigates both field effect transistors and

positive feedback as applied to high input irnpedance wide band

arnplifier design. The field effect transistor, in the source-

follower configuration, is shown to offer high input irnpedance,

wide-band arnplification, and low output irnpedance. Positive

feedback is shown to increase considerably the input impedance

without any danger of self -oscillations.

The generalized theory is presented using a rnodel ampli-

fier consisting of an input stage containing the field effect transis-

tor, followed by two transistor stages. All the necessary criterra
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are derived frorn this model.

An experirnental arnplifier was built and tested in the la-

boratory to check the validity of the theoretical analysis. The in-

put impedance of this arnplifier rneasured 20.7 N{fJ of resistance

shunted by I.7 pf. of capacitance; the band-width extended frorn

about 30 cps to about I0 Mc.
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DESIGN OF HIGH-INPUT IMPEDANCE, WIDE.BAND
TRANSISTORIZE D AMPLIFIERS

I. INTRODUCTION

High input impedance is a very desirable amplifier charac-

teristic in many applications. The conventional transistor, despite

all its glarnorous appeal, has proved to be ill-fitted for high input

impedance amplifiers. Designers have devised ways and means

of getting around this inherent transistor shortcoming, however,

the results, as successful as they are, fall somewhat short of

the achievements using vacuum tubes.

'Wide band amplification and high input irnpedance are two

conflicting characteristics in conventional transistors. Amplifiers

can be designed which will attain one characteristic or the other,

but not both simultaneously.

The advent of the Field Effect Transistor, usually abbre-

viated FET, has opened new vistas in high input impedance ampli-

fier design "

In this thesis, the FET together with positive feedback is

used in the developrnent of a high input impedance wide band am-

plifier. It is shown that the FET facilitates the achievement of

high input irnpedance without conflicting with wide band amplifica-

tion. The earlier sections of this thesis contain the necessary



theory regarding both the FET and positive feedback; the last sec-

tion describes an experirnental amplifier which was built and tested

in the laboratory. The input impedance of the experimental am-

plifier measured 20.7 megohms of resistance shunted by approx-

irnately I.7 picofarads of capacitance, a.nd the band width extended

frorn about 30 cps. to about l0 Mc.



II. THE T'IELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR AS A
HIGH INPUT IMPEDANCE DEVICE

INSIDE THE FIELD EF'FECT TRANSISTOR

It would be profitable to briefly mention the physics and

structure of the field effect transistor (FET).

Figure I shows a simplified representation of a field effect

transistor (FET). It consists of a P-type bar of silicon with two

N-type regions situated on opposite sides of the bar,

Assuming a carrier density P >>N, the conductivity of.

the P-type bar can be expressed as (8, p. l)

G = G-sl-_Ero
oL

where: q = charge of electron

GI-I)

p = electron mobility

P - hole density

W - width of the bar

T - thickness of the bar

L - length of the bar

Equation (II- I ) shows that the conductivity can be varied

by varying almost any parameter of Equation (II-I). However,

practical limitations reduce the possibilities to either varying P,

the hole density, or T, the thickness. In the case of the Field



Effect Transistor, as will be presently

is modulated (or varied) by varying the

shown, the conductivity

conductive thickne s s.

Figure l. Elementary form of a FET

The gate -source voltage indicated in Figure I effectively

rever se -biase s the P-N junction. Under this condition, a rr space

chargerr region, also known as a depletion region, is created be-

tween the P and the N regions from which all free charge car-

riers have been removed. The width of the depletion regions is a

function of both the impurity concentration and the junction po-

tential.

Figure 2 shows that portions of Figure I consisting of the

N-type regions and the P-type channel in between; it also depicts

Source



Depletion Region

Figure Z" Variable thickness conductive channel
in a FET.

the depletion regions created by the reverse bias. The width of

the depletion region is increased by increasing the rever se-biasing

voltage, and vice-versa. Thus, it is easily seen that the P-type

channel width (available for conduction) is inversely proportional

to the reverse-biasing voltage. Going back to Equation (II- I ),

then, it can be concluded that the conductivity of the P-type chan-

neI is inversely proportional to the reverse biasrng voltage. This

is the principle underlying the operation of the field effect tran-

sistor,the name being derived from the tt effecttt of the created

tr fieldrr on the channel conductance.

Since a reverse bias between the gate and source is nec-

essary for proper FET operation, the impedance presented by

this P-N junction will be high. Therefore, the FET is inherently

a high input impeda,rce device"

The advantages offered by the FET over the conventional



bi-poIar transistor can be summarized as follows (1, p, 69ll

a. High input impedance.

b. Less sensitive to radiation damage, since the FET
does not depend on minority carriers for its operation

c. Low noise, for the same reason as in b.

THE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR AS AN ACTIVE DEVICE

Figure

is biased for tl

configurations

3 shows

comrT)on

similar

the symbol representing a FET; the device

source I' operation. There are also other

to vacuum tubes or transistors. Figure 4

:

Figure 3. Symbolic representation of a P-channel f'ET.

shows the volt-arnpere output characteristics for a typicai FET.

The curves of Figure 4 depict two distinct regions; the one

Source
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corresponding to low drain-source voltages is similar to the vacuum

tube triode characteristicsr &nd that corresponding to high voltages

is similar to the vacuum tube pentode characteristics. The dotted

line of Figure 4 indicates the separation between these two regions,

and is normally called the Ipinch-off rr voltage (Vp).

FIE LD EFFEC T TRANSISTOR EQUIVA T,ENT CIRC UIT

Analysis of circuits containing FETs can better be accom-

plished by dealing with an equivalent circuit. Figure 5 shows a

FET equivalent circuit proposed by Texas Instruments Co. (8,

p. Z6). This equivalent circuit represents by lurnped elements

the physics and characteristics of the FET. Referring back to

Figures I and Z, the branches *r", and *nC n represent the

depletion regions between the gate and the sourcer ?nd between

the gate and the drain. 
", 

and C n represent the depletion layer

capacitance, whereas *, and *+ account for the reverse leakage

current through the depletion region. Resistances *r. and RZ

represent the ohmic contact and bulk resistance from the gate to

the source and to the drain respectively; likewise R6 and *S

represent the bulk resistance and ohmic contacts at the drain and

source terminals respectively. rD is the differential P-type

channel resistance in the pinch-off region, see above. The current

generator represents the control of the gate-source voltage on the



Drain

Gate otorn Er
I

Source

Figure 5. Field Effect Transistor equivalent circuit.
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drain current, the controiling voltage being that across the capa-

citor 
" , 

(depletion region capacitance ). There exists large dif -

ferences among the magnitude of the resistances shown in the equiva-

lent circuit, the order being as follows

R3, R4 >>rD >>RI, RZ, R5, R6

and approxirnately

R3, R4 = several rnegohrns

R, n RS : hundreds of ohms

*Z*R5 : hundreds of ohms

The equivalent circuit of Figure 5 has been found to be a

good representation of the FET frorn d-c to around 100 Mc (8,

p. 6). Aithough this equivalent circuit is quite complete, it is

very cornplex and unyielding for analysis. Figure 6 shows another

equivalent circuit frequently found in current literature, and

which is much simpler. Because of the large difference arrrong

the magnitude of the resistances shown in Figure 5, it would

be justifiable to eliminate resistances Rl, RZ, RU and RU. To

further show that the circuit of Figure 6 is a simplification of

Figure 5, notice the following relations

cr=1"o ,D

r=log" Rg



C
gd

II

Figure 6. Sirnplified FieId Effect Transistor equivalent
c ir c uit.

C , = C.gd+

c - c^gs 5

grn = g; (since

e=Elgs I

negligible )Ris
I

also, R.4 has been completely dropped out. The circuit of Fig-+

ure 6 is a good approximation for most practical applications.

Howe-ver, for the purposes of this thesis it will be necessary to

include R,, since this resistance enters into the complete charac-+

terization of the input impedance. Therefore, the circuit of Fig-

ure 7 is the one which will be used in all succeeding work.
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Gate Drain

Figure 7. Simplified Field Effect Transistor
equivalent circuit to be used in this
thesis.

A11 the above presentation considered a P-channel FET.

There is a counterpart N-channel type field effect transistor. In

fact this type of FET was used in the experimental work of this

thesis. The syrnbolic representation of the N-channel FET is

shown in Figure 8.

*+

Source

C^seJ"rng
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IIi. THE SOURCE-FOLLOWER CONFIGURATION

Of the rnany possible configurations offered by the FET,

the source follower configuration provides the highest input im-

pedance. Besides, this configuration as will be presently shown,

also offers the advantages of wide band width and low output im-

pedance. These are all desirable characteristics in the design

of high input impedance wide band arnplifiers.

VO LTAGE AMPLIT'ICAT ION

Figure 8 shows a practical source follower circuit. In

this circuit it is assurned that both 
", 

and 
", 

are very large,

such that the impedances presented by these capacitors are negli-

gible for all frequencies of interest. Using the FET equivalent

circuit derived earlier, it is now possible to draw an equivalent

a-c circuit for the source follower; this is shown in Figure 9.

In order to simplify the analysis, the circuit of Figure 9 can be

redrawn as shown in Figure 10. Notice that (in Figure 9) node

(A) is effectively connected to ground. The branch *nC n has

been placed at the input for purposes which will be evident later

on.
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tc, 
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e
o
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It,
Figure 8.

:

The source follower configuration.

Since here it is desired to investigate the arnplificatibn

provided by the source follower, voltage amplification will be de-

fined as

e

A-ov ur

This truly describes the potentialities of the source follower alone

independent of signal source output resistance.

Now, writing the nodal equation for node (B) of Figure I0

(k*iD+iL) -Br'ug (ilr- r )
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Figure 9. Source follower equivalent circuit.
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Figure 10. Source follower equivalent circuit rearranged.



but t* * (et

i+-K

c al ling
"uo '- 

YK * Yp * Yt,

also e = e- - egIo

Substituting (III- Z),

- uo) tro

u.YK*toY,*"oY"iO*ir'.

k*io*ir, = tot",

=.o(YK*Yo+Y")

(III-4), and (III-5) in (III-t )

= e Y - s. (e. - e )oeq"mlo-

t6

(rli- z)

(rrr- 3 )

(rrr-4)

(rrr- 5 )

(rrr- 6 )

(*t - .o) ,rC

from which it is easily found,

A =tn = I-
v tl 

".0l-r
8t, * Y:G

In general, the load , 
" 

(Yf,) can be assurned to consist

of a resistance RL (GL) shunted by a capacitance CL. Now, by

substituting the expressions for 
".0 

and 
"rO 

from Equation

(III-3) and Figure 10 respectively into Equation (III-5) it is obtain-

ed, in Laplace transforrn notation

(Gr<+GO*G") +sC"

"c3

A

I+ (grr, * Gc * G3) +

(III- 7 )
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Normally,

g.., "Gc * G:

(Gr< * GL) >> GD

So that Equation (iII-7 ) reduces to,

At low

A
v

1+

For large values

(rrr- 8 )

+S

(rrr- 9)

rnicromhos or better) such

A G^*Gt
C,,cr,

1*c
3

o"rn +s
C^

3

frequencies, Equation III-8 reduces to

I::- G^*G"
oorn

of s (5 000*rn

that

8..,"(GK+GL) (rrr- r 0)

the voltage arnplification becomes

A:l
v

(rrr- I I )

To analyze tlne frequency response of Ar., the voltage

amplification, assume CL= C3. Further assurne that near unity

amplification i s de sired ; Equation III- 1 0 rnust hoId" Under

these conditions, the relation between the corner frequencies of



l8

of Equation (III*B) is

G^ O Gr,

c"
dorn

ao-
C

3

which indicates that the frequency response of the source follower

-Â  mhos

circuit of Figure I 0, repeated

the symbols to be used in de-

termining the input impedance.

From Figtrre I I it is easily seen that the input

Z. , is
1n

simply the parallel combination of

Z7"r"4
L=---rn Z +Z-i -4

ZandZ
4

irnpedance

I. That is

(Iii- r 3

The impedance Z ncan be traced back to the equivalent

circuit of the FET. See Figure 9, page 15, As indicated pre-

viously, *n represents the leakage current of the reverse biased

junction and is several. rnegohrns in value" Therefore, at low

frequencies , n is in the rnegohrns region"

voltage amplification is determined by GK, GL, and C

an exarnple assume G^ * G" = 5 xlO

Figure I I is essentially the

for convenience and also to indicate

this gives a corner frequency of approximately

sult shows that the source follower is suitable

f ication.

INPUT IMPEDANCE

and C,

l0 Mc.

for wide

(rli- I z)

. ForL

= 10 pf ;

This re-

band arnpli-
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I

e

"11
I

19

-J

T
Figure I l. Source follower equivalent circuit.

On the other hand, the irnpedance ,, rePresents the in-

put impedance to the source follower portion which is responsible

for the voltage arnplification. This irnpedance is, then

eeIt
I i_ ilg

L
fi

Frorn Figure I I

e- - e

r-log ,rO

But, from Equation (III- 6)

=fleovt

(rrr-i 4)

(rrr- I 5 )

(rrr-1 6)
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Substituting Equation (III-I6) in Equation (III-15) and

solving for 
" tl , 

g

tl 

"o
-r i l-A (rrr-1 7 )

In this expression ,rO represents, at low frequencies,

the parallel combination of *, and RG. See Figure 11 . R3 is

similar to R4, mentioned earlierr and is several megohrns in

resistance. RC is the complementary resistance needed to pro-

perly bias the gate-to-source junction; it also prevents the gate

from floating, RC can be rnade high in resistance, several

rnegohrns. The;r'efore, the impedance Z3G, at low frequencies

can be made quite high.

In previous di.scussion it was pointed out that A., is less

than unity, butr pnder certain circumstances can be made quite

close to unity (see page l7).

From the above argument, and considering Equation (III-I7),

one concludes that:

a. , , is larger than , UO, since the quantity (t -A.r) is

always less than unity, the closer A is to unity the

larger the value of Z 
L.

b" Since ,rO is in the rnegohrns range, Z, will also

be in the megohrn region.
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8)

e)

Substituting ,, and ,n frorn Equation (III-I7)and

Figure I I respectively into Equation (III- i 3 ), and converting

everythrng to adrnittances, it is found

,rr, = Y 4+ (t - A..) trc GIi-I

or substituting the components of , n and trO and simplifying

(in Laplace transform ni:tation)

ll,-o) .l i -1

Y. =l ' *Jl* ltr-a,lcr*c+|" GII-Irn l*rc R

L 4) L _l

For low frequencies, the input impedance is, from Equa-

tion (III- I 9)

*r"
4 (1-A )v

R

(irr-20)
*n *rc

ln (t -Av)R4**roZ R^^
R4+ iris-)

and will be of the order of several rnegohrns besides it is larger

than the parallel combination of *+ and *rG, since the factor

(1-A ) is less than unity.

Because of capacitors 
"a 

and C 4, the input adrnittance

will increase for increasing frequencies. See Equation (IIi-l9 ).

Therefore, the input impedance will decrease for increasing

frequencies; at very high frequencies the input irnpedance will be

deterrnined almost exclusively by capacitors 
", 

and C 
4"
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From the above it can be seen that the source follourer

configuration does improve the input impedance; resistor *rC

-lis increased by the factor (l-Av) ^ which is larger than unity,

and capacitor C, is decreased by the factor (t-A ) which is less

than unity.

In Part IV it will be shown that positive feedback can be

advantageously used to neutralize the detrimental effect of capaci-

tances C- and C . on the input impedance.- 3- 4

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

The output irnpedance will necessarily involve the signal

source impedance. In order to facilitate the analysis, turn back

to Figure i0 (p. 15 ) and notice that it is possible to substitute a

Thevenin equivalent for the circuit to the left of point (1)-(i).

The rnodified circuit appears in Figure LZ.

The output impedance will be found following the definition

Z
o

To find

cuited. Under

= 
Open-circuit output 

=Short-circuit output current

i , simply consider the output
OSC-

these conditions

=9:9 Grr_z r )I
osc

being short cir-

+i
ddo osc

i=o
osc orn $fi- zz)
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f-z-Z

T-- - __l
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Figure 12. Modified equivalent circuit for the source follower.
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bute=e. -g t
SC

then

Frorn Figure 12

and

i -e Y^^=e- Y--
9". -g 3G I 

". 
3G

i =e. G +Y )^osc -I 'orn 3G'
SC

,ro

"". 
= z;Tz; "th

. ,,o
io"" = #r; 

(em 'ro) "th

(rrr-23 )

(rtr-z4l

The open-circuit output voltage can be found as

e = e- A' GII-25)oIvoc oc

I

where A is similar to A of Equation (III-6) except for having
vv

Z - = co , that is the load is not connected. Again, frorn Figure
L

LZ
zt

I
'i = z.:ia 'th $rr-26\

oc4>l

where once more Zi is sirnilar to ,, of Equation (III- 17),

except for having Al instead of A, in the expression. Substituting

(rII-26) in (III-25 )

zt
1

"oo" = Z-- r7;, A'r."tr, $lr-27,.
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Now, substituting frorn Eqr:.ation (III-5)

I

A yeq (rrr- z8)

(rrr- z9)

(rrr-3 0 )

(rrr-3 I )

l+ gr., * Y3G

and frorn Equation (III-i?)
Z

o' -- 3G
"L - (I-C

v

where Yt asain indicates
eq

(III- Z7) reduces to

ZL= 6 or ," = 0, Equation

'Ec @o, * 'ro)oo. t"n (, 
nS 

r , 
rO) 

n
"thz gc (grn*'rc )

Finally, substituting Equations (III-2$ and (IIT-24) into

Equation (III- 21), and simplifying

,ro
(grn 

"ro)z+srzzc

I
,ro

(YK + YD) + znsrzrc (Bm 
"rc )

The effect of the signal source resistance,

output inpudance is indicated by Z 
ng, whtch is the

bination of Z. and R . For lower values of R4ss

Z

Z

IY+
eq

R, onthe
s

parallel com-

s uch that
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z4st'"o

Equation (III* 31) simPlY becomes

"xntr*B**YaG
which if it is further assurned that

8.., "K 
n Yo * 

"rG

reduces to

Z (rrr-32)

(rrr- 3 3 )Z:
o

I
oorn

This again points out the necessity of obtaining FETs

with large gyn in order to obtain low output impedance'

From Equation (III- 3I) it is observed that the output

irnpedance will increase for increasing values of signal source

resistance, Rs" For the caser although very unlikely'

R" >> z4

Equation (III-31) reduces to

I (rrr-34)Z ,rc
[ro * trl r ,niZ-ro(Bm "ro)

This is

may acquire.

the maxirnum value that the output impedance



The above

indeed provides a

that although this

resistance, R ,
S

Equation (III- 34).

27

discussion has shown that the source follower

low output irnpedance. It has been further shown

output irnpedance is function of the signal source

it does have a maximurn lirnit as indicated by
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IV. POSITIVE FEEDBACK AND HIGH INPUT IMPEDANCE

It has already been mentioned that although the source

follower possesses desirable characteristics for the design of

high-input impedance wide band amplifiers, the capacitance in

slunt at the input is certainly detrimental for high input impe-

dance at higher frequencies. In this section it will be shown that

positive feedback can be used to advantage in order to minimize

(ideally eliminate) the effects of this shunt capacitance; it will

be further shown that positive feedback can be used to obtain even

higher impedances -- higher shunt resistive component at the in-

put. Another aspect to be considered is the amplifier stability,

being that positive feedback is used; it wiil be shown that by

proper design, good stability can be assured.

To proceed with the presentation, it will be assumed that

the source follower discussed previously is followed by two stages

of amplification, each stage providing 180o of phase shift, or a

total of 360o of phase shift for all frequencies of interest; thus,

the output voltage will be in phase with the input voltage and posi-

tive feedback is now feasible" These two additional stages serve

the purpose of isolating the sigrlal to be fed back, besides they

provide amplification to compensate for the less than unity



?,9

voltage amplification obtained from the source follower; the over-

all gain is assumed greater than unity. Figure l3 shows a block

diagrarn of the composite amplifier being described here"

Figure 13. Three stage amplifier.

To sirnplify the diagram of tr'igure 13, all three stages of

amplification can be combined into one, as is indicated in f igure

14" Further, the positive feedback is applied through a parallel

R.C" circuit as shown in Figure 14.tt
From previous discussion (see Equation III-19) it is

known that the input impedance of the source follower consists of

a resistance and capacitance in paralIe1. This is indicated as

an admittance tS" in Figure 13. For convenience in future

analysis this admittance YS" will be decomposed into three parts

as is shown in Figure 14" The signal source impedance is for
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R^t

e.
1

Tirlql
r<l1
I

L

Ys

r)

Figure 14. Arnplifier with positive feedback.

convenience represented by an admittance Yo"
5

INCREASING THE INPUT IMPEDANCE WITH POSITIVE
FEEDBACK

The input impedance to be determined corresponds to that

seen to the right of point (1)-(1) in Figure L4" For convenience it

will be better to deal with admittances.

By adding the currents at the input node the total input

admittance, denoted Y. , can be found as follows:



but

then,

SlNCC

Finally,

iYsr

-e. ) Y.
olI

iYsr

1A
o

i = i. * i-srt

i. = e
1

i- = (e
t

i =e
S

1 = e.S1

-e Y-*e.Y-otrt

(Ysr-Orr+Yf)

Ysr - Yf (A-l)

1

3i

(rv- I )

(rv- 2)

(rv* 3 )

(rv-4)Y.
1n

i
s

1

Substituting for 
"S" 

and 
", 

from Figure 14

,r.,. = yl +[y2+r"-r*r(A-1)-ycf(A-1[ (rv-5)

Since the voltage amplification was assurned to be larger

than unity, the quantity (A- i ) will be positive" Therefore, every

term appearing inside the brackets in Equation (IV-5) is positive;

this simply is an algebraic surnation of conductances and capaci-

tive susceptances. Now, for any given value of A, it is always

possible to choose *, and C, such that

Y =Yo (A-l) (IV-6)2nt

Y^ = Y^ (A-l)(/ (--
t

(rv-7 )
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For these values of Rt and Cf., such that Equations (IV-6)

and (IV-7)lao1d, the quantity in brackets in Equation (IV-5) vanishes

and the input admittance sirnply reduces to

y. = y" (IV-8)
lnl

rnrhere, it should be remernbered, 
", 

is a pure conductance.

Thus, it is shown that the appropriate application of posi*

tive feedback theoretically elirninates the effects of the input shunt

capacitance; what is more, it allows elimination of part of the in-

put shunt resistance. The net result is that the input admittance

can be rnade pure conductance and arbitrarily srnall; or equivalently

the input irnpedance can be made ver!r high and theoretically free

frorn the shunt capacitance.

VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION AND STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

The arnplifier voltage amplification denoted by rrAtr in

Figure I4 can be shown to be unaffected by the positive feedback.

ln the following derivation this amplification, rr Arr , will be con-

sidered to rernain constant and greater than unity for all frequen-

cies of interests.

The voltage amplification to be

accounting for the transforrnation of e

dealt with here is that one

into e
S o

this will certainly
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involve all the para.meters of Figure 14, and obvioustry the feed-

back cornes into play. The voltage amplification to be desired

then, is
e

o{_=fe
S

Again, by adding the currents at the input node,

. i = i. - i-
s1t

(""-".) YS =.iYSF - ("o-..)Yt GV-10)

(rv- 9)

(rv-rr)
but

e
o

a="iA

then 
Y^ e

""Ys -""A: = 7| (Ys"+Yf)-.oYf

After simplification this becomes

eY^A
or={ = ) 0v-Iz)

observing this expression, and remernbering feedback

theory, it can be concluded that for the case when

Yf (A-t) = (Ys * ts") (IV;I3)

The denorninator vanishes, and o, becomes infinite. This cor-

responds to the unstable state, and oscillations will occur.

Nyquistts criterion could also be applied here in the form that
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for stable operation,

", 
(A- 1)

the relation

(rv- r 4)

very generali.zed.

the arnplifier must

from Figure l4

should hold for aII frequencies.

The above discu.ssion of stability was

To take into account other requirernents that

rneet simultaneously, sub stitute Yr" and 
"t

(page 30)

"sA
t ,s* 

"r 
+ [ Yz+ r" - "*r (A- r ) ""r 

(A- I )]
(iv-r5)

(rv- r 6)

The quarrtity in brackets is the same as the one encounter-

ed in relation rvith the input impedance, see Equation (IV-5), Page

31, and as rnentioned before, this quantity should be made equal

to zero in order to achieve high input impedance.

It follows then, that if the amplifier is designed for high

input impedance, with (ideally) no shunt capacitance, the voltage

arnplification sirnply reduces to

Y,
A- =t

AYs+YI

In this expression all the pararneters are positive quantr-

ties, and therefore there is no danger of oscillations.

It would be of interest to cornpare the amplification with

feedback, as given by Equation (IV-15), and the similar
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This latter arnplifica-arnplification in the absence of feedback.

tion can be found from Figure 14, as

", AA (rv-17)

feedback is lar-

T Ys n Ysr

Since tS" , Y, , the arnplification with

ger than the one without feedback.

In concl.usion, the use of positive feedback for increasing

the input irnpedance and elirninating the shunt input capacitance

simultaneously yields a very stable amplifier.
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V. AN EXPERIMENTAL HIGH INPUT IMPEDANCE
WIDE BAND TRANSISTORIZED AMPLIT'iER

This section is devoted to the description and discussion

of an arnplifier whichwas breadboardedand tested in the laboratory'

This arnplifier was assernbled more to test the validity of the

theory and criteria presented in previous sections than to de-

rnonstrate the practical aspects of amplifier design. It would be

appropriate to mention at the onset that the col]-]ponents used, and

this is especially true of the transistors used, are the ones irn-

mediately available rather than the choice of a sound judgement.

The design was essentially rnade around the available FET, which

happened to be an experimental unit made by Texas Instruments.

The arnplifier built consists of three stages: a source

follower input stage followed by two transistor (conventional

transistors) stages. No theoretical discussion will be attempted

for this particular amplifier since it would be essentially a re-

petition of the generalized theory presented earlier. However,

use of the equations previously derived will be made whenever

the occasion arises.

THE INPUT STAGE

Figure I5 shows a diagram of the source follower used



as the input stage, along

FET used was a TI x 881

Instrurnents. The drain

in Figure 4, page 7 "

z.2M

Figure 15"
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with the value of each component. The

, an experimental unit made by Texas

source output characteristic s are shown

-- +20 v

TI x 88I

z.32K

-:

The source-follower input stage.

From the curves in this figure one

(see FET equivalent circuit, page

o'D 
I

-=t=^D oio l, =_0.4g-s

oio
d =-orn Ae

g

can approxirnately compute

rz).

?

,#= = I00 K ohms (V- I )

V

Eoo

I

I

e
o

tr ,"= lov
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From the characteristics of Figure 4 rt is seen that for

linear operations this FET should have a drain-source bias of

over I0 volts. This voltage serves no vital functional purpose,

and being rather high makes this FET rather incompatible for

use with conventional transistors which usually are operated at

low voltages. Notice that the source follower of Figure I5 re-

quires a d-c supply of. Z0 volts, which is rather high for transis-

tor circuits. Thus, in the interest of better cornpatibility with

conventional transistors it would be desirable to have FETs with

low pinch off voltage (refer to page 8 ).

Computation of the input irnpedance and voltage amplifi-

cation requires a knowledge of the load, 2". In this case the

load was the input impedance of the next stage, and it would be

better to briefly discuss the following stage before performing

any cornputations.

THE SECOND AND THIRD STAGES

It should be remembered thatthe purpose of the second

and third stages is to isolate the signal to be fedback, and to pro-

vide arnplification such that the overall amplification of the whole

amplifier is larger than one.

These arnplifying stages have to be designed for wide band
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arnplification, to be compatible with the ultimate goal. Further-

rnore, since the voltage amplification of the first stage is a func-

tion of the load, these amplifying stages must present a relatively

high input impedance; that is high with respect to Ra of Figure

l0 (page I5)as can be deduced from Equations (III-3) and (III-6).

The two requirements mentioned here are nicely met by a corn-

mon-emitter amplifier with emitter degeneration. The two stages

were designed identically the same and are as shown in Figure 16.

ECC = *20 V.

550s2

39K

="
Figure I6. Second and third amplifier stages.

11
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I
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The four zener diodes shown in the diagram were neces-

sary to make the transistors compatible with 20 d-c supply re-

quired by the FET. The transistors used were Fairchild I s

2N?09; these transistors are switching transistors, but were the

only high frequency transistors available. The disadvantage

the 2N709 is the low collector-emitter breakdown voltage --

the neighborhood of three to four volts. The variable inductor

shown was used for series peaking in order to improve the fre-

quency response" The low frequency pts were rneasured at

of

1n

VOLTAGE AMPLIT'ICATION FREQUENC Y RESPONSE

Figure I7 shows a complete diagrarn of the experimental

amplifier built and tested.

The voltage arnplification provided by the arnplifier is

PI =

Pz =

60

160

(v-3)

(v-4)

(v-5)
e

A- o

"I

This voltage ratio is independent of whether the feedback

branch is connected or not; it is also independent of the signal

source resistance, RS. Figure I8 shows a graph of the voltage

arnplification vs. frequency. If the rninus three dU s points are
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Figur e L7. Cornplete diagrarn of the experirnental arnplifier.
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taken as the lirnits, then the arnplifier has a band width extending

from 30 cps to about I0 Mc. Figure I8 also shows the voltage arn-

plificationfrequency response for the source follower. This voltage

arnplificationwas measuredinthe circuit of Figure 17 as

A_

^sF
"oSF

(v- 5)
e

I

It can be seen from Figure l8 that the bandwidth is limited

by the two transistorized stages rather than by the source follower;

this simply suggests that if a better amplifying stage could be ob-

tained the overall response would be better. The measured over-

all voltage gain was found to be

A = 4.58 (V-7)

As it wiil be shown further on, it is not necessary to have this

much voltage gain. Therefore, one irnmediate solution to improv-

ing the frequency response would be trading gain for bandwidth.

When cornputing the theoretical voltage amplification of

the source follower, notice that the input impedance of the second

stage, at low frequencies and disregarding the base biasing net-

work is Z. : B,R- = (60)(190) = II.4KA,.1 , -l

Taking the base biasing network into account

Z,
1n

:
1T

7.1KC2 (v-8)
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By substituting this value and the values given by Equations

(V-l)and (V-2), and the values shown in I'igure 17 into Equation

(III-6) it is possible to evaluate the source follower voltage arnpli-

fication at low frequencies. Assurning RG aa R3 in Figure 12,

the approximate value is

ASr = 0. 58 (V- 9)

which agrees reasonably well with the rneasured value (Figure I8)

of

AS" = 0. 56

INPUT IMPEDANCE MEASURING TECHNIQUE

(v- 1o)

The measurement of the input impedance requires special

care, because high irnpedances are involved. The technique

here used can be better described by referring to Figure 19 where

the amplifier (between points (l)-(t) to (Z)-(Z) in Figure 17)has

been divided into an input irnpedanc " Z in and an ideal amplifier

(infinite input irnpedance) with a voltage amplification rrA!' . This

representation is valid whether the feedback is present or not,

the only difference being , 
rn

Since the voltage arnplification rrArr is known for all fre-

quencies of interest from the graph of Figure I8, it is possible to
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R

600

: (zl

Figure 19" Circuit arrangement for rneasuring
the input impedance.

determine e, in Figure 19 by simply measuring e . This pro-
o

cedure enables taking the measurernent across a relatively low

impedance as is the output of the amplifier; therefore, the input

impedance of the measuring instrurnent introduces very negligible

error, which would not be true if .I were r:. easured directly,

Deterrnining , rn effectively reduces to deterrnining R.

and C. This can be done as follows. For the voltage dividerln

consisting of *S and , rn one can write

Z

Using Laplace

IN

"r = R:+L "s5 1n

transf ormation

R _t
insCR

Z 1n
=

In

(v- I 1)

I
R"ln sC.

1n

R. C. s t I
1n 1n

ln
(v - rz)



into Equation (V-11)
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and simplifying, the follow-Substituting this

ing ratio is found

tl 
=ts

For sinusoidal

"s

I
R^ C.

bln

s*
(v-13)

(v- r4)

R^R.
51n

RJLbrn
C.

1n

voltages, this can easily be

1

R^ C.
DIN

shown to becorne

jw+ R^ R.brn
R^+ R.

J1n
1n

From either Equation (V- t3) or (V- 14) it is seen that at

low frequencies (below the corner frequency), the ratio simply

becorne s

R^ C.b rn (v-15)ts
R^ R.Dln
R^+R.

Dln

or solving for R.

Rs
R.=

1n
(v- l6)

C

R.
1n=-R^+R.

51n

C

"s__ I
"l

At l.ow frequencies .S and .l are in phase and by



measuring their rnagnitudes and knowning the value of

easy to compute the value of Rrrr"

The quantity of Equation (V- l4) is cornplex and

characterized by a magnitude and an angle' Hcwever,

possible to deal only with the magnitudes, thus

I
R^ C"

b1n

47

RS it is

can be fulJ"y

it is also

(v- 17 )

lo Il"Ir
=

l.s I

l",'+
R^ R.

D1n
R^+R.

bln
C

1n

By sirnply Ereasuring the magnitude of tI and *S for

different frequencies it is possible to obtain a plot of the rnagni-

tude of Equation (V-i7) with frequency. This yields a graph sirni-

Iar to the Bode diagrarn" In this diagram one could easily recog-

nize the corner frequency at which the rnagnitude has dropped to

0.707 of its magnitude at lower frequencies. Frorn Equation (V-17)

it is also seen that at the corner frequency, W",

(v- r8)R^ R.
Jln

RJ R.
Dln

frorn which

R^ R.
D1n

R:+R.
5ln

W

C" ;
1n

C.
1n

w

(v- r 9)
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This expression gives the input capacttance function of the

corner frequency, Wo, and the parallel com-bination of RS and

R.
1n

ryqqrjrylPEparyq_F FREe uE N

Figure 20 shows curves corresponding to Equation (V-17)

determined experimentally, this includes both !.or tlne arnplifier

without feedback and with feedback" There are also additional

curves for the case of different values of capacitance, Cf ln

Figure I7, used in the feedback circuit. These curves, it should

be emphasized, do not represent in themselves ,rn vs. fre-

quency; however they do contain a qualitative indication of Z 
rn

As mentioned above, and since the sarne value of RS was used

throughout " their curves, at the lower frequencie s, are closely

associated to Rrr, (see Equation V- l6), and the corner frequency

is associated with Cr., (see Equation V-19). Frorn these curves,

qualitatively, the higher the value of R,., the greater the rnagni-

tude of these curves at the low frequencies, and the lower C-,

the higher the corner frequency.

For the case of no feedback, frorn the corresponding

curve of Figure 20 and Equations (V-17)and (V-I9), it was
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found

R.
ln

C
1n

4.8 Ms,

rZ.5 pf.

(v

(v

z0l

2L)

Similarly when feedback was applied the following results

were obtained (see corresponding curves in Figure 20).

R- C^ R. C.
ttlnln

ZZ M{2 0 pf . 20. 7 MS) 9. 36 pf.. (v -ZZl

ZzMa Z pf. 20.7Ms2 3.B3pf. (Y-Z3l

22 l\/K2 Z. 5 pf.. 20. 7 MA 1.7 pf . (V -24)

From the above results the improvement in input irnpe-

dance is quite evident.

Although only one value of resistance was used in the feed-

back branch, three different values of capacitance, Cf, were used.

The curves of Figure Z0 depict the influence of this 
", 

on the in-

put inpedance vs. frequency. For Cr-- Z pf., the curve shows a

flat portion and then decays gradually at higher frequencies as

would be expected of circuits containing R and C in parallel.

The curve corresponding to Cf.= 2.5 +0. 25 pf., however, shows

a Iittle hurnp at around the corner frequency. This response is

associated with overcornpensation, that is the value of C, is

larger than required, or referring to Equation (IV-7)it is such
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that

Y^ (A-i) > Y^U- Ut
(v -25)

The value of the input resistance with positive feedback

applied, Rr.r_f , can also be found theoretically. This requires a

knowledge of the voltage gain, A, the feedback resistance, Rf,

and the input resistance without feedback, Rir" From earlier

discussion it should be rernembered that the positive feedback

essentially produces a negative resistance in shunt with Ri.r.

The value of this negative resistance is, frorn Equation (IV-6),

R
f.- A-I

When this negative

there results

ZZxL06
4. 58- L

resistance is

6. 15 Ms2 (v -26l

c ornb ined in parallel with R.

R.
1n- t

(4.8xr06) (-6. tsxto6) = 3I" 8 Ms? (v-Z7l
4.8xI06 - 5. t 5xI 06

which would be the value of the input resistance with positive

feedback. This theoretical result compares quite well with the

rneasured value of. 20.7 MC2.

By reversing the above process it would be possible to

estimate the required value of R, for any predeterrnined value

of input resistance. Thus, positive feedback provides a flexible
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and easy way of obtaining any desired input resistance'

Theoretically, as it was mentioned earlier, the input

capacitance, Crrr, could be cornpletely eliminated' In practice

this is not quite true; there is always sorne stray capacitance

present. Positive feedback, nevertheless, as derncnstrated by

the experimental results, is of definite help in rninimizing this

input capacitance. The amplifier tested was siroply assembled

in a bread-board, and no extra special care was given to proper

coulponent layout. In any amplifier constructed properly, it can

confidently be stated that the input capacitance can be reduced to

fractions of one picofarad.

Going

sents the res

back to Equation (IV-6), which essentially repre-

istance to be subtracted from the input resistance,

Rz

solving for *,

R.f
=-(A-l)

(v- 28 )

Rf '= Rz (e-I) (v -ze)

For high input irnpedanc. RZ will be in the rnegaohm re-

gion, and Rt will be (A- t ) tirnes higher. For high values of volt-

age arnplification Equation (V - Z9) could give rather irnpractically high

value s of Rr. Frorn thi s consideration. it would be better to have low

values of voltage arnplification. Since the only requirernent is
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for the voltage

tween two and

amplification

three seem to

to be larger than unity, values

be adequate.

be-
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VI. CONC LUSION

In this thesis it has been shown that the Field Effect

Transistor, FET, is inherently a high input irnpedance device.

It was further shown that the FET used in the source-foll0wer

configuration provides high input irnpedance, uride-band voltage

arnplification, and low output impedance. These were found to

be desirable characteristics in the developrnent of high input

impedance wideband amplifiers. Next, the theory of positive

feedback as applied to high input impedance amplifiers was pre-

sented; it was shown that this type of feedback can be advantage-

ously used for increasing the input impedance. Under Proper

design, it was found, the possibility of oscillations can be corrr-

pletely elirninated. Positive feedback was also shown to have no

effect on the voltage arnplification of the amplifier itself; however,

when the signal source internal resistance is considered in the

overall amplification, positive feedback was found to keep the

overall amplification higher because of the increased arnplifier

input impedance.

The experimental amplifier, built and tested in the labo -

ratory, was found to have a bandwidth of from 30 cps to around

l0 Mc if the minus three db points are taken as the lirnits. The
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input impedance

1n

C

obtained is indicated in

No Feedback
4"8 Ms)

rZ.6 pf..

the follcwing table

'With Feedback
20" ? Ms2

1." pf

R

SOME C LOSING REMARKS

It was the airn of this thesis to develop rn" nEcessary

criteria for the design of high input irnpedance wide band ampli-

fiers; this much has been successfully accornplished. However,

there still remains two other important areas to be investigated

before the above described experimental amplifier can be confi-

dently used, and these areas are: stability with ternperature

variations, and the noise leve1.

As already pointed out, the experimental amplifier was

assembled using whatever component was available and no special

regard was given to temperature stability or noise IeveI. For

the case of conventional transistors, there are wel.l established

criteria for the design of highly stable low noise amplifiers.

These criteria could undoubtedly be applied to the amplifier

described in this thesis" assuming there is a flexible choice of

components. As for the input stage containing the FET this much

can be stated: First, the FET inherently has a l.ower noise level



than conventional transistors (see page

perature variations are similar to that of

suggesting that similar criteria could be

56

6 ); and sec.on.d, the tern-

conventicnal. trans i st0r s

appl red.
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